
Diplomatic response to Educational need. 
 

An invitation to Build: a better future via 
investing in Academia & Diplomacy. 
 
 
REAFFIRMING OUR INTERNATIONAL PROTOCOL DEDICATION & PURPOSE IN 
WORLD OF DIPLOMACY: 
 
    In the light of today's prompt strategies for development above all, the sensible goal 
must at least be to: 
 
 i) Arrest the destructive course of our world & reverse its advancement; ii) restitute 
/ compensate the damages done; iii) Adopt a constructive course for a viable life and 
sustainable future; and iv), Ensure survival and advancement of mankind. 
    Once a viable human society is evolved on sustainable lines, due considerations have 
to be given to health, food, education, and sports as vital components of rigorous human 
civilization.  
    With these profound convictions, proper facilities of schools, institute, teachers, 
agronomists, nutritionists, academicians and mentors, coaches, counselors and advisors 
and fields and equipment have to be added.  
    So built up, they will be promoted with the power of Arts & Science and in-kind 
contributions from persons, institutions and governmental support with entertainment as 
the most inspiring factors to stir human soul and thought to promote better future with 
investing in our children's Academia & their future. While helping them uplift their society 
/ country through internship, fellowship, scholarship with various Universities & 
International community such as UN affiliates or other world bodies.  
  
Purpose: 
    Accordingly, the purpose of the I.C.A.F.E organization is to encourage and support 
(morally, intellectually, financially, and otherwise) those organizations and institutions, 
which are seriously and proficiently engaged in subscribing to the above-mentioned 
policies and bringing about the above-mentioned goals, particularly aligning with the 
efforts of the international community or U.N. These shall basically and generally include 
the following fields of endeavors: 
 
 
 i) Theme in Academia in preservation, conservation, and protection of eco-
environmental systems; ii) preservation, conservation, and protection of terrestrial 
resources; iii) bringing about a integrated and sustainable development systems thru 
promotion of academia; iv) respecting interdependence of living and non-living 
resources; v) ensuring human survivability and progress through intellectual structures. 
Specially and specifically, they will embrace such areas of human endeavors as: i) social 
and cultural enhancement through education; ii) nutrition and food insurance; iii) peace 
and security provision; iv) education and training facilities for all; v) health and medical 
amenities; vi) human rights and humanitarian advancement; vii) population trends and 
adjustments; and viii) other intimately related realms. 



    Again, with the deepest understanding of Music/Art entertaining ideals as universal 
languages of Peace as well as intergovernmental support as global expressions, they 
shall be advancing the Organizations potentialities as well as networks through Private / 
Public sectors.  
 
Functions: 
 
    Functionally, depending on prevailing circumstance, Foundation of this IGO will 
periodically determine areas of priority to pursued. 
 
Selection Procedure: The recruitment of beneficiary organizations or institutions shall be 
based on: i) conceptual criteria, declared purposes, and policy aspects; ii) regimes of 
competence, levels of growth, and records of performance; iii) levels of proficiency, 
accomplishment and reputation; and iv) scope of general recognition, associational ties, 
and cooperative intent. 
 
Organization: The Intergovernmental Collaborative Action Fund for 
Excellence  I.C.A.F.E is forming alliance with its member states of the International 
Community, dignitaries, scholars, academia's, and leaders who believe the power of 
proper international education being the key component for better future of the Planet. 
With this in mind, we peruse our goals with help of all supporters from various different 
regions of the world in promoting these objectives. 
 
A substantial fund is needed to form with help of all the support and will be available for 
those organizations that are truly and actively helping these modern time issues in 
educational and all other important objective to create a better environment for our future 
leaders. I.C.A.F.E welcomes all participants in a realistic and transparent active role to 
help build best functioning mechanism to help foster a better leadership of tomorrow 
through participation in international culture of peace & non-violence, bridge the gap 
between emerging developing world & highly advanced developed countries. 
 
 
    “The Road to the unknown future is indeed far, but preparation together with 
our governments 
 
      Advancement & development are our goal for successful future for all 
member-states. 
 
     This is indeed ICAFE's road map to Excellence”   
 
	


